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Abstract—Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been widely
utilized to improve the end-to-end performance of wireless
communications. However, its line-of-sight makes UAV commu-
nication vulnerable to malicious eavesdroppers. In this paper, we
propose two cooperative dual-UAV enabled secure data collection
schemes to ensure security, with the practical propulsion energy
consumption considered. We first maximize the worst-case aver-
age secrecy rate with the average propulsion power limitation,
where the scheduling, the transmit power, the trajectory and
the velocity of the two UAVs are jointly optimized. To solve
the non-convex multivariable problem, we propose an iterative
algorithm based on block coordinate descent and successive
convex approximation. To further save the on-board energy
and prolong the flight time, we then maximize the secrecy
energy efficiency of UAV data collection, which is a fractional
and mixed integer nonlinear programming problem. Based on
the Dinkelbach method, we transform the objective function
into an integral expression and propose an iterative algorithm
to obtain a suboptimal solution to secrecy energy efficiency
maximization. Numerical results show that the average secrecy
rate is maximized in the first scheme with propulsion limitation,
while in the second scheme, the secrecy energy efficiency is
maximized with the optimal velocity to save propulsion power
and improve secrecy rate simultaneously.

Index Terms—Cooperative jamming, data collection, physical
layer security, power allocation, secrecy energy efficiency, un-
manned aerial vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be controlled remote-
ly by a pilot, or be preprogrammed to fly autonomously. Over
the past decade, UAVs have been used in areas ranging from
agriculture to industry or simply as a hobby [2]. Due to the
advantages, such as low cost and high mobility, UAVs are en-
visioned to play an important role in future wireless networks, 

 

and provide seamless and ubiquitous wireless connectivity
[3]. Two typical scenarios of UAV-assisted communications
are emergency communication and long-distance relay. The
terrestrial data transmission will suffer from outage when
emergencies occur, and UAVs can be deployed as temporary
aerial base stations (BSs) to deliver broadband wireless con-
nectivity in hot-spot areas in [4], [5]. Furthermore, UAV relay
can be applied as a “communication bridge” to support reliable
connectivity from source to destination [6], [7].

The deployment and dynamic movement of UAV is a unique
characteristic for UAV-assisted communications. In order to
address the issue of UAV deployment, Al-Hourani et al. in
[8] derived the optimal altitude of a static UAV to provide
a maximum coverage radius. Based on [8], Mozaffari et al.
considered multiple re-transmissions for the UAV and device-
to-device (D2D) users in [9], where the overall coverage
probability of the D2D users was derived. In [10], a novel
three-dimensional system model and an analytical framework
were proposed by Lyu and Zhang to characterize the coverage
performance of UAV. Furthermore, the optimization of UAV
trajectory has drawn significant interest recently. In [11], Lyu
et al. maximized the minimum average rate among the users
with the UAV flying in a straight line. Wu et al. extended the
results of [11] to the case of multiple UAVs in [12] to optimize
the trajectories and resource allocation. In [13], UAV-enabled
interference channel was studied by Shen et al. to address the
strong cross-link interference issue.

The propulsion power of UAV is mainly provided by
batteries, but their long charging time and low energy density
make the UAV unable to keep flying. However, increasing
the number of batteries is not a practical solution due to
weight and space constraints. It is worth to mention that flight
endurance can be improved by UAV trajectory optimization
to affect the propulsion power consumption via velocity. To
this end, the theoretical closed-form expressions of propulsion
energy consumption models for rotary-wing and fixed-wing
UAVs were derived by Zeng et al. in [14] and [15], respective-
ly. Based on the mathematical model for rotary-wing UAVs,
Zhan and Lai minimized the UAV energy consumption for the
Internet of Things (IoT) systems [16], and Zhang et al. focused
on the energy efficiency of UAV in a mobile edge computing
system [17]. With the aid of non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA), Pang et al. studied the energy-efficient resource
allocation for mmWave-enabled UAV networks [18]. Turgut
et al. presented a novel framework in [19], for analyzing
the energy coverage performance of UAV energy harvesting
networks. In addition, the maximization of energy efficiency
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were investigated for fixed-wing UAVs in [20]–[22]. In some
scenarios, we need to collect data and analyze the status of
ground sensor nodes (SNs). Utilizing UAV as a data collector
is an energy-efficient method to complete this task, because
UAV can take full advantage of its mobility to schedule
the SNs sequentially, and each SN can directly transmit its
information to the UAV [23]. Zhan et al. minimized the
maximum energy consumption of all the SNs when a UAV
collector was used to gather information [24]. This work was
then extended in [25] by studying the fundamental tradeoff
between the aerial and ground cost.

Although UAVs can provide a high probability to es-
tablish strong line-of-sight (LoS) air-to-ground channels, it
also increases the risk of being eavesdropped [26]. Different
from traditional methods to enhance the security in terrestrial
communication systems, UAV can utilize its high mobility
and flexibility to avoid being eavesdropped via adjusting
its flight trajectory. For instance, the UAV can fly close to
the legitimate user or fly away from the eavesdropper via
trajectory optimization, and thus the average secrecy rate can
be improved in the presence of a single eavesdropper [27],
multiple eavesdroppers [28], or eavesdroppers with unknown
locations [29]. Furthermore, adding artificial noise was an
effective method to further improve the security of the UAV
communication [30]–[34]. Li et al. proposed a mobile UAV
jamming scheme in [30], where the UAV can transmit jam-
ming signals to fight against eavesdropping. In [31], Cai et
al. considered a dual-UAV system with the assistance of a
jamming UAV. Based on the dual-UAV model, a simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) enabled
receiver was considered by Mamaghani and Hong for security
and energy scavenging [32]. Wang et al. [33] considered the
SWIPT when artificial jamming was generated to guarantee
the secure NOMA transmission. Then, Mamaghani and Hong
proposed a novel two-phase transmission protocol in UAV
secure communication to enhance the ASR performance [34].
Recently, reinforcement learning has been developed to ad-
dress the optimization for communications, e.g., the trajectory
design for full-duplex UAV secure relaying in [35]. A multi-
antenna jamming UAV was studied by Cai et al. in [36] to
mitigate the interference upon legitimate users. The UAV can
be also applied as a mobile relay to guarantee the network
security via jointly optimizing the resource and trajectory [37].
An energy-efficient computation offloading technique for UAV
mobile edge computing systems was proposed by Bai et al.
in [38] to prevent information leakage. Moreover, Hua et al.
considered a downlink transmission system with fixed-wing
UAVs, and proposed a novel scheme to improve the secrecy
energy efficiency in the presence of multiple source UAVs and
multiple jamming UAVs in [39].

In the scenario where the UAV is dispatched as a mobile
data collector to gather information from fixed ground nodes,
a potential eavesdropper on the ground may intercept and
wiretap the transmission. In order to improve the security, the
UAV can fly closer to the nodes to establish better legitimate
channels, and the nodes can also reduce their uplink transmit
power to weaken the wiretap channels. Meanwhile, another
cooperative jamming UAV can fly closer to the eavesdropper

to enhance the jamming channel. However, such movement
usually requires more propulsion energy consumption, and the
limited on-board energy will constrain the flight time of UAV.
Thus, the trajectory and velocity should be properly controlled
to save the UAV’s energy. To the best of our knowledge, very
few works have investigated the security of data collection for
energy-efficient dual-UAV systems.

Motivated by this demand, in this paper, a novel model of
dual-UAV enabled secure data collection communication is
designed to ensure the security, by considering the propulsion
energy consumption for practical design under the limited on-
board energy. The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows.

• We propose a dual-UAV cooperative jamming model
for data collection, where a legitimate UAV receiver
aims at collecting confidential data from ground nodes
in the presence of a potential eavesdropper. To combat
the eavesdropping, another cooperative UAV acts as a
mobile jammer to disrupt the eavesdropping by sending
artificial noise. In this dual-UAV network, the scheduling,
the transmit power, and the trajectory and velocity of the
two UAVs are optimized to improve the performance.

• The worst-case sum average secrecy rate is maximized
among ground nodes with the average propulsion power
budget. Since the optimization problem is difficult to
solve due to the non-convexity, we divide it into four
subproblems, which are transformed into approximated
convex forms via the successive convex approximation
(SCA). Then, the block coordinate descent (BCD) is
employed to address these subproblems successively.

• We consider the tradeoff between maximizing the total
information bits and minimizing the total propulsion
energy consumption. Thus, we formulate a second
optimization problem to maximize the secrecy
energy efficiency, which is a fractional and mixed
integer nonlinear programming problem. Based on the
Dinkelbach method, we transform the objective function
into an integral expression, and propose an iterative
algorithm to obtain a suboptimal solution.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model is presented. Section III formu-
lates the sum average secrecy rate maximization problem and
proposes an iterative algorithm to solve it. Then, the secrecy
energy efficiency is maximized in Section IV. Simulation
results are demonstrated in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a dual-UAV enabled wireless network as in Fig.
1, where a legitimate UAV receiver (Bob) is working in a
time division (TD) mode to collect confidential information
from K ground nodes (Alice). A potential eavesdropper (Eve)
endeavors to wiretap the legitimate transmission. In order to
enhance the wireless security, another UAV (Jack) acts as a
mobile jammer to disrupt the eavesdropping via artificial noise,
and Alice has no prior knowledge of the noise-like interference
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Fig. 1. Dual-UAV enabled secure communication system.

from Jack. We use subscripts or superscripts A,B, J and E
to represent the terms associated with Alice, Bob, Jack and
Eve, respectively. Assume that all the devices are equipped
with a single antenna, and only partial information about the
eavesdropper is available at the UAVs. In addition, we also
assume that Eve has the perfect knowledge of all the CSI
from Alice and Jack to herself, which is the worst case for
Alice, but the best for Eve.

Without loss of generality, we consider a three-dimensional
(3D) Cartesian coordinate system, where Bob and Jack fly
at a fixed altitude H in meters and their horizonal coordi-
nates are denoted by qB(t) = [xB(t), yB(t)]

T and qJ(t) =
[xJ(t), yJ(t)]

T , 0 ≤ t ≤ T , T is the flight duration. Then, the
instantaneous velocity of Bob and Jack can be expressed as
vB(t) , q

′

B(t) and vJ(t) , q
′

J(t), respectively.
Trajectory discretization is adopted to divide the flight

duration T into N time slots with the same time interval
δt = T/N , which is small enough to make the trajectory in
each slot approximate to be a straight line. In each time slot,
the channel state information can be also regarded as static
due to the small δt. Assume that the legitimate channel and
jamming channel can be approximated as line-of-sight (LoS)
links1, and the legitimate channel power from the kth Alice
to Bob in the nth time slot follows the free-space path loss
model as

gkB[n] =
ρ0

d2kB[n]
=

ρ0
∥wk − qB[n]∥2 +H2

, (1)

where ρ0 denotes the channel power gain at the reference
distance 1 m, dkB[n] is the distance between the kth Alice and
Bob in time slot n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and wk ∈ R2×1 represents
the horizontal location of the kth Alice. Similarly, the jamming
channel power gains from Jack to Bob and Eve can be written
as gJB[n] =

ρ0

∥qJ[n]−qB[n]∥2 and gJE[n] =
ρ0

∥qJ[n]−wE∥2+H2 ,
respectively. wE ∈ R2×1 denotes the horizontal location of
Eve. However, Eve needs to hide itself from detection and
its accurate location is unknown to the legitimate network.
Nevertheless, all the devices can approximately estimate it
within a circle, i.e., with w̃E ∈ R2×1 and rE as the center and
radius, respectively. Accordingly, we have ∥w̃E−wE∥ ≤ rE.
In practice, we assume that the uncertainty region rE is

1According to an extensive survey for UAV channel modeling [40], [41],
if the UAV is located high enough, e.g., above 120 m, the LoS probability
can be approximate to 1.

usually smaller than the distance between Eve and Alice, i.e.,
∥wk − w̃E∥ ≥ rE.

For the ground wiretap channel from the kth Alice to
Eve, we consider both large-scale path-loss and small-scale
Rayleigh fading. The channel power gain can be expressed as

gkE =
ρ0
dαkE

ζ =
ρ0

∥wk −wE∥α
ζ, (2)

where ζ follows an exponential distribution with unit mean
and α > 2 denotes the path-loss exponent.

Denote the scheduling variable sk[n] = 1 when the kth
ground node is enabled to communicate with Bob at the nth
time slot, while other nodes keep silence. Otherwise, sk[n] =
0. Assume that at most one ground node can send its data to
Bob in each time slot. Thus, we have∑K

k=1
sk[n] ≤ 1, ∀n, sk[n] ∈ {0, 1},∀k, n. (3)

Let pk[n] and pJ[n] denote the transmit power of the kth
Alice and Jack in the nth time slot, respectively. Thus, the
achievable rate per Hz from the kth Alice to Bob in time slot
n can be expressed as

RkB[n] = sk[n] log2

(
1 +

pk[n]gkB[n]

pJ[n]gJB[n] + σ2
B

)
, (4)

where σ2
B is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power

at Bob. Similarly, the achievable rate per Hz at Eve in time
slot n can be obtained as

RkE[n] = sk[n]Eζ

[
log2

(
1 +

pk[n]gkE
pJ[n]gJE[n] + σ2

E

)]
, (5)

where Eζ [·] denotes the expectation with respect to the random
variable ζ.

In order to evaluate the secrecy performance of the kth
Alice, we adopt the average secrecy rate (ASR) per Hz over
the N time slots as

R̄k
sec =

1

N

N∑
n=1

Rk
sec[n] =

1

N

N∑
n=1

[
RkB[n]−RkE[n]

]+
, (6)

where [x]+ , max(x, 0). The total information bits trans-
mitted from the kth Alice is defined as Bwδt

∑N
n=1 R

k
sec[n],

and Bw represents the bandwidth. Furthermore, the energy
consumption is one of the crucial and indispensable modules
to affect the UAV endurance, which should be considered. For
a rotary-wing UAV with speed vi[n], the propulsion power
consumption can be approximated as [14]

P i
prop[n]= P0

(
1 +

3∥vi[n]∥2

Ω2r2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

blade profile

+
1

2
d0ρsA∥vi[n]∥3︸ ︷︷ ︸

parasite

+Pi

(√
1+

∥vi[n]∥4
4v40

−∥vi[n]∥2

2v20

) 1
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
induced

,∀i∈{B,J},∀n,
(7)

where P0 and Pi are two constants denoting the intrinsic
blade profile power and the induced power when vi[n] = 0,
respectively, Ω and r are the blade angular velocity and the
rotor radius, respectively, d0 and ρ denote the fuselage drag
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ratio and the air density, respectively, s and A denote the rotor
solidity and the rotor disc area, respectively, and the mean rotor
induced velocity is represented as v0. Thus, we can calculate
the average propulsion power and the total consumed propul-
sion energy over N time slots as 1

N

∑
i∈{B,J}

∑N
n=1 P

i
prop[n]

and δt
∑

i∈{B,J}
∑N

n=1 P
i
prop[n], respectively. The power con-

sumption of system contains two parts, i.e., the propulsion
power and the signal processing power. The transmit power
and the power consumed by the electric circuits and channel
decoders of the legitimate nodes can be ignored because they
are much lower than the propulsion power (usually less than
1%). Thus, we define the ratio between the information bits
transmitted among the nodes and the total energy consumed
of the UAVs as the secrecy energy efficiency (SEE), which
can be given by

EEsec(S,P,B,J) =
Bw

∑K
k=1

∑N
n=1 R

k
sec[n]∑

i∈{B,J}
∑N

n=1 P
i
prop[n]

, (8)

where S , {sk[n], ∀k, n}, P , {pk[n], pJ[n], ∀k, n}, B ,
{qB[n],vB[n],∀n}, J , {qJ[n],vJ[n], ∀n}.

In this paper, we first maximize the sum ASR among the
nodes with the average propulsion limitation in Section III.
This happens when the battery capacity is known to us and
we want to collect as much data as possible in a small flight
mission. If we need to prolong the UAV endurance and support
all of the individual nodes, the SEE should be considered.
Then, we further maximize the SEE in Section IV.

III. OPTIMIZATION FOR MAXIMIZING SUM ASR

In this section, we aim to maximize the sum ASR via jointly
optimizing the scheduling and the trajectory of UAVs as well
as the transmit power with propulsion limitation. The BCD
method is applied to optimize the scheduling S, the transmit
power allocation P, the trajectory and velocity of the two
UAVs Bob B and Jack J, alternately.

A. Problem Formulation

This optimization problem can be formulated as

(P1) : max
S,P,B,J

∑K

k=1
R̄k

sec (9)

s.t. C1 :
∑K

k=1
sk[n] ≤ 1, ∀n,

C2 : sk[n] ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k, n,
C3 : R̄k

sec ≥ Rmin, ∀k,

C4 :
1

N

∑N

n=1

∑K

k=1
sk[n]pk[n] ≤ PA

ave,

C5 : 0 ≤ pk[n] ≤ PA
max, ∀k, n,

C6 :
1

N

∑N

n=1
pJ[n] ≤ P J

ave,

C7 : 0 ≤ pJ[n] ≤ P J
max,∀n,

C8 :
1

N

∑
i∈{B,J}

∑N

n=1
P i
prop[n] ≤ Plim,

C9 : qi[n+ 1] = qi[n] + vi[n]δt,

n = 1, ..., N − 1, ∀i ∈ {B, J},
C10 : qi[0] = qi,I ,qi[N ] = qi,F , ∀i ∈ {B, J},
C11 : ∥qB[n]− qJ[n]∥ ≥ D̃, ∀n,
C12 : ∥vi[n]∥ ≤ Vmax,∀n, ∀i ∈ {B, J},
C13 : ∥vi[n+ 1]− vi[n]∥ ≤ amax, ∀n, ∀i ∈ {B, J},

where C1 and C2 are the scheduling constraints of ground
nodes. Rmin in C3 is the minimum required ASR of each
ground user over the whole flight, which can guarantee the
fairness among users when properly set. (C4, C6) and (C5,
C7) are the constraints of average and peak transmit/jamming
powers in each time slot. We take the average propulsion
power budget of UAV as Plim in C8, according to the battery
capacity. C9 approximately holds, when the trajectory in each
time slot can be deemed as a straight line due to the small
δt. The initial and final locations of UAVs are assumed in
C10. For the dual-UAV system, collision avoidance should
be considered in C11. In addition, C12 and C13 are velocity
restrictions. Each UAV can adjust its velocity from one slot to
the next, and Vmax stands for the maximum UAV speed and
amax is the maximum acceleration.

Notice that (P1) is non-convex due to the objective function,
the non-convex constraints C3, C8 and C11, and non-smooth
operator [·]+. The non-smoothness of the objective function
should be handled first. If the term RkB[n]−RkE[n] in (6) is
a negative value at time slot n, we can set pk[n] = 0, which
results in Rk

sec[n] = 0. Therefore, the secrecy rate is always
non-negative via optimizing the transmit power. The operator
[·]+ can be removed and without changing the optimal solution
to the original problem.

RkE[n] in the objective function is implicit due to the
expectation with respect to the random variable ζ and the
location uncertainty of Eve. To simplify the derivation, we
maximize the sum ASR in the worst case. In Lemma 1,
we approximate RkE[n] and obtain an upper bound of the
achievable rate from the kth Alice to Eve.
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Lemma 1: The upper bound of RkE[n] can be given by

RkE[n]≤R̂kE[n]=sk[n] log2

(
1+

pk[n]ĝkE
pJ[n]ĝJE[n] + σ2

E

)
, (10)

where ĝkE and ĝJE[n] can be denoted as

ĝkE = ρ0 (∥wk − w̃E∥ − rE)
−α

, ∀n, (11)

ĝJE[n] = ρ0

(
(∥qJ[n]− w̃E∥+ rE)

2
+H2

)−1

. (12)

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Based on Lemma 1, we obtain the ASR of the kth Alice in

the worst case, which can be defined as

ηk =
1

N

N∑
n=1

(RkB[n]− R̂kE[n]), (13)

where ηk is a function of S, P, B and J. The sum ASR∑K
k=1 η

k will be maximized in the following subsections.

B. Subproblems 1 & 2: Scheduling and Transmit Power Op-
timization

In this subsection, we first optimize the scheduling variable
S for fixed feasible power and trajectory. This is an integer
optimization problem. To handle the binary constraint C2,
the binary variable sk[n] is relaxed into a real value s̃k[n]
between 0 and 1. Thus, (P1) can be reduced to a standard
linear programming problem because the objective function
and the constraints are linear with respect to S. We formulate
the first subproblem as

(P2) : max
S,ηk

∑K

k=1
ηk (14a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

(RkB[n]− R̂kE[n]) ≥ ηk, ∀k, (14b)

ηk ≥ Rmin, ∀k, (14c)∑K

k=1
s̃k[n] ≤ 1, ∀n, (14d)

0 ≤ s̃k[n] ≤ 1, ∀n, k. (14e)

(P2) can be solved by classical convex optimization tools, e.g.,
CVX. Then, the solution S obtained from (P2) needs to be
reconstructed as a binary variable according to [12].

Then, we aim at optimizing the information transmit power
of the kth Alice and the jamming power of Jack with all the
other variables unchanged. The subproblem can be expressed
as

(P3) : max
P,ηk

∑K

k=1
ηk (15a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

sk[n]R̂k[n] ≥ ηk, ∀k, (15b)

ηk ≥ Rmin, ∀k, (15c)
C4− C7, (15d)

where

R̂k[n] = log2(pk[n]gkB[n] + pJ[n]gJB[n] + σ2
B)

− log2(pJ[n]gJB[n] + σ2
B) + log2(pJ[n]ĝJE[n] + σ2

E)

− log2(pJ[n]ĝJE[n] + pk[n]ĝkE + σ2
E).

(16)

(15b) is a non-convex constraint due to the fact that the second
and fourth terms in R̂k[n] are convex functions with respect
to pk and pJ. To tackle the non-convex problem, we apply
the first-order restrictive approximation to transform R̂k[n]
into a concave function. The transformation is presented in
the following inequality, where {p̃k[n], p̃J[n], ∀k, n} is a given
feasible point.

log2(pJ[n]ĝJE[n]+pk[n]ĝkE+σ2
E)+log2(pJ[n]gJB[n]+σ2

B)

≤ f1(pk[n], pJ[n], p̃k[n], p̃J[n]).
(17)

with f1(pk[n], pJ[n], p̃k[n], p̃J[n]) in (17) shown in (18) at the
top of the next page.

For given feasible local point {p̃k[n], p̃J[n]},
f1(pk[n], pJ[n], p̃k[n], p̃J[n]) is a convex function with
respect to the optimization variables pk[n] and pJ[n]. Thus,
the original problem (P3) can be approximated as

(P3.1) :max
P,ηk

p

K∑
k=1

ηkp (19a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

sk[n]
(
R̂1[n]−f1(pk[n],pJ[n],p̃k[n],p̃J[n])

)
≥ηkp , ∀k, (19b)

ηkp ≥ Rmin,∀k, (19c)

C4− C7, (19d)

where
∑K

k=1 η
k
p is the objective function of (P3.1) and R̂1[n]

is the sum of the first and third terms in R̂k[n]. Therefore,
the problem (P3.1) is convex and can be solved by CVX.
After initialization, {p̃k[n], p̃J[n], ∀k, n} is updated with the
optimized P of (P3.1) in each iteration.

C. Subproblem 3: Optimizing Bob’s Trajectory and Velocity

Then, we optimize Bob’s trajectory qB[n] and velocity
vB[n] with given user scheduling S, the transmit power
allocation P, and the trajectory and velocity of Jack. The
subproblem can be expressed as

(P4) :max
B,ηk

K∑
k=1

ηk (20a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

(
sk[n]log2

(
1+

pk[n]gkB[n]

pJ[n]gJB[n]+σ2
B

)
−R̂kE[n]

)
≥ ηk, ∀k, (20b)

ηk ≥ Rmin, ∀k, (20c)
C8− C13. (20d)

Since the left-hand-side of (20b) is non-concave and
C8 and C11 are non-convex, the optimization problem
is non-convex and difficult to solve. To facilitate the
derivation, we introduce auxiliary variables {Hk[n] =
(∥wk−qB[n]∥2+H2)σ2

B

pk[n]ρ0
, ∀k, n}, {I[n] = pJ[n]ρ0

σ2
B

D[n]−1 +1, ∀n}
and {D[n] = ∥qJ[n]− qB[n]∥2,∀n}. Thus, the problem (P4)
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f1(pk[n], pJ[n], p̃k[n], p̃J[n]) ,
ĝJE[n](pJ[n]− p̃J[n]) + ĝke(pk[n]− p̃k[n])

ln 2(p̃J[n]ĝJE[n] + p̃k[n]ĝkE + σ2
E)

+ log2(p̃J[n]ĝJE[n] + p̃k[n]ĝkE + σ2
E)

+
gJB[n](pJ[n]− p̃J[n])

ln 2(p̃J[n]gJB[n] + σ2
B)

+ log2(p̃J[n]gJB[n] + σ2
B), ∀k, n.

(18)

can be changed into

(P4.1) : max
B,ηk,Hk[n],
I[n],D[n]

K∑
k=1

ηk (21a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

(
sk[n]log2

(
1+

1

Hk[n]I[n]

)
−R̂kE[n]

)
≥ηk, (21b)

ηk ≥ Rmin, ∀k, (21c)

1

N

N∑
n=1

(
PB
prop[n] + P J

prop[n]
)
≤ Plim, (21d)

∥qB[n]− qJ[n]∥ ≥ D̃, ∀n, (21e)

Hk[n] ≥
(∥wk − qB[n]∥2 +H2)σ2

B

pk[n]ρ0
, ∀k, n, (21f)

I[n] ≥ pJ[n]ρ0D[n]−1/σ2
B + 1,∀n, (21g)

D[n] ≤ ∥qJ[n]− qB[n]∥2,∀n, (21h)
C9− C10,C12− C13. (21i)

Note that (21f) should achieve equality at the optimal point,
otherwise decreasing Hk[n] can increase the value of the
objective function. This is also the case for (21g) and (21h).
Thus, the problems (P4.1) and (P4) have the same optimal
solution. However, the problem (P4.1) is still non-convex
owing to the non-convex constraints (21b), (21d), (21e) and
(21h). Based on the types of optimization variables, we divide
these non-convex constraints into two parts to transform.

1) Constraints (21b), (21e) and (21h): To address the non-
convex constraint (21b), we introduce the following lemma.

Lemma 2: The lower bound of log2
(
1 + 1

Hk[n]I[n]

)
at the

given local point {H̃k[n], Ĩ[n]} can be expressed as

log2

(
1 +

1

Hk[n]I[n]

)
≥ f2(Hk[n], I[n], H̃k[n], Ĩ[n]), (22)

where

f2(Hk[n], I[n], H̃k[n], Ĩ[n]) , log2

(
1 +

1

H̃k[n]Ĩ[n]

)

− Hk[n]− H̃k[n]

ln 2(H̃k[n] + H̃k[n]2Ĩ[n])
− I[n]− Ĩ[n]

ln 2(Ĩ[n] + Ĩ[n]2H̃k[n])
.

(23)

Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
Based on Lemma 2, the constraint (21b) can be transformed

into a non-convex one, which can be rewritten as

1

N

N∑
n=1

(
sk[n]f2(Hk[n],I[n],H̃k[n],Ĩ[n])−R̂kE[n]

)
≥ηk. (24)

Furthermore, we apply SCA to obtain the lower bound of
the norm-squared function in (21e) and (21h) as

∥qB[n]− qJ[n]∥2 ≥ ∥q̃B[n]− qJ[n]∥2

+ 2(q̃B[n]− qJ[n])
T (qB[n]− q̃B[n]) , f3(qB[n], q̃B[n]),

(25)

where q̃B[n] is the given local point, and f3(qB[n], q̃B[n]) in
(25) is a linear function with respect to the variable qB[n].
Thus, (21e) and (21h) are approximately convex.

2) Propulsion Power Constraint (21d):The constraint (21d)
is non-convex and the third term in PB

prop[n] is mathematically
intractable. We introduce a slack variable {λB[n] ≥ 0} as

λB[n] =

(√
1 +

∥vB[n]∥4
4v40

− ∥vB[n]∥2

2v20

)1/2

,∀n, (26)

and (26) can be relaxed into an inequality constraint as

1

λB[n]2
≤ λB[n]

2 +
∥vB[n]∥2

v20
, ∀n. (27)

Note that the constraint (27) should be met with equality. This
is because we can always decrease λB[n] with other variables
fixed, yet without changing the objective value of (P4). The
right-hand-side of (27) is jointly convex with respect to λB[n]
and vB[n], and we can adopt the first-order Taylor expansion
at the given feasible point {λ̃B[n], ṽB[n]} as

λB[n]
2 +

∥vB[n]∥2

v20
≥ f4(λB[n],vB[n], λ̃B[n], ṽB[n]), (28)

where

f4(λB[n],vB[n], λ̃B[n], ṽB[n]) , 2λ̃B[n](λB[n]−λ̃B[n])

+ λ̃B[n]
2 +

∥ṽB[n]∥2

v20
+

2

v20
(ṽB[n])

T (vB[n]− ṽB[n]).
(29)

As such, the constraint (27) can be rewritten as

1

λB[n]2
≤ f4(λB[n],vB[n], λ̃B[n], ṽB[n]), ∀n, (30)

which is convex.
Finally, we have transformed these non-convex constraints

into convex ones, and the problem (P4.1) can be approximated
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as

(P4.2) : max
B,ηk

B,Hk[n],
I[n],D[n],λB[n]

K∑
k=1

ηkB (31a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

(
sk[n]f2(Hk[n],I[n],H̃k[n],Ĩ[n])−R̂kE[n]

)
≥ηkB(31b)

f3(qB[n], q̃B[n]) ≥ D̃2,∀n, (31c)
D[n] ≤ f3(qB[n], q̃B[n]), ∀n, (31d)

1

λB[n]2
≤ f4(λB[n],vB[n], λ̃B[n], ṽB[n]), ∀n, (31e)

1

N

N∑
n=1

(
f5(λB[n],vB[n]) + P J

prop[n]
)
≤ Plim, (31f)

(21c), (21f), (21g), (21i), (31g)

where
∑K

k=1 η
k
B is the objective function of (P4.2) and

f5(λB[n],vB[n]) can be expressed as

f5(λB[n],vB[n]),P0

(
1+

3∥vB[n]∥2

Ω2r2

)
+
1

2
d0ρsA∥vB[n]∥3

+ PiλB[n].

(32)

Thus, the problem (P4.2) is a standard convex optimization.
With given feasible points, it can be solved by CVX.

D. Subproblem 4: Optimizing Jack’s Trajectory and Velocity

Finally, we optimize Jack’s trajectory qJ[n] and velocity
vJ[n] with other variables fixed. Similarly, the optimization
problem is intractable due to the non-convexity. Thus, we
introduce the slack variables {X[n] = ρ0

σ2
B(∥qJ[n]−qB[n]∥2)

, ∀n}
and {Y [n] = ρ0

σ2
E((∥qJ[n]−w̃E∥+rE)

2+H2)
,∀n}. Accordingly,

we can obtain the optimization problem as

(P5) :max
J,ηk

K∑
k=1

ηk (33a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

sk[n] log2

1 + ak[n]
pJ[n]X[n]+1

1 + bk[n]
pJ[n]Y [n]+1

 ≥ ηk, (33b)

1

N

N∑
n=1

(
P J
prop[n] + PB

prop[n]
)
≤ Plim, (33c)

∥qJ[n]− qB[n]∥ ≥ D̃, ∀n, (33d)
1

X[n]
≤ σ2

B∥qJ[n]− qB[n]∥2

ρ0
, ∀n, (33e)

1

Y [n]
≥

σ2
E

(
(∥qJ[n]− w̃E∥+ rE)

2
+H2

)
ρ0

, ∀n, (33f)

ηk ≥ Rmin,∀k, (33g)
C9− C10,C12− C13, (33h)

where ak[n] =
pk[n]gkB[n]

σ2
B

and bk[n] =
pk[n]ĝkE

σ2
E

.
Problem (P5) is still non-convex due to the constraints

(33b)-(33f). Without loss of generality, the constraints (33e)
and (33f) achieve equality at the optimal point. The reason is
similar to other slack variables such as {Hk[n]} and {I[n]}.

Notice that the non-convex constraints (33c)-(33f) can be
solved in similar methods to the previous subsection. In the
following, we will focus on tackling the constraint (33b), with
the following lemma first presented.

Lemma 3: If ak[n] is a nonnegative parameter, the follow-
ing inequality must hold.

log2

(
1 +

ak[n]

pJ[n]X[n] + 1

)
≥ f6(X[n], X̃[n]), (34)

where f6(X[n], X̃[n]) is shown at the top of the next page,
and {X̃[n]} is the given feasible point.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
According to Lemma 3, the constraint (33b) can be rewritten

as

1

N

N∑
n=1

sk[n]

(
f6(X[n],X̃[n])−log2

(
1+

bk[n]

pJ[n]Y [n]+1

))
≥ηk.(36)

According to the above discussions, the original problem
(P5) can be approximated as

(P5.1) : max
J,ηk

J ,X[n],
Y [n],λJ[n]

K∑
k=1

ηkJ (37a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

sk[n]

(
f6(X[n],X̃[n])−log2

(
1+

bk[n]

pJ[n]Y [n]+1

))
≥ηkJ , (37b)

f3(qJ[n], q̃J[n]) ≥ D̃2, ∀n, (37c)
ρ0

σ2
BX[n]

≤ f3(qJ[n], q̃J[n]), ∀n, (37d)

1

λJ[n]2
≤ f4(λJ[n],vJ[n], λ̃J[n], ṽJ[n]), ∀n, (37e)

1

N

N∑
n=1

(
f5(λJ[n],vJ[n]) + PB

prop[n]
)
≤ Plim, (37f)

ρ0f7(Y [n],Ỹ [n])

σ2
E

≥(∥qJ[n]−w̃E∥+rE)
2
+H2,∀n, (37g)

(33g), (33h), (37h)

where
∑K

k=1 η
k
J is the objective value of (P5.1), and

f7(Y [n], Ỹ [n]) can be expressed as

f7(Y [n], Ỹ [n]) , 2Ỹ [n]− Y [n]

Ỹ 2[n]
. (38)

It can be observed that all the non-convex constraints have
been transformed into convex forms, and we can obtain the
optimal trajectory {qj[n]} and velocity {vJ[n]} of Jack by
solving (P5.1).

E. Algorithm for Problem (P1)

Combining the four subproblems discussed above, we pro-
pose an iterative algorithm to solve (P1) by applying BCD.
We need to select the initial feasible points and obtain the
suboptimal solution by solving (P2), (P3.1), (P4.2) and (P5.1)
alternatively. The obtained solutions in each iteration are used
as the input feasible points for the next iteration.
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f6(X[n], X̃[n]) , − ak[n]pJ[n] log2e(X[n]− X̃[n])

p2J[n]X̃
2[n] + (ak[n] + 2)pJ[n]X̃[n] + ak[n] + 1

+ log2

(
1 +

ak[n]

pJ[n]X̃[n] + 1

)
, ∀k, n. (35)

Algorithm 1 Iterative Algorithm for Problem (P1)

Initialization: Set the initial feasible pointsP̃0= {p̃0k[n],p̃0J[n]},
B̃0 = {q̃0

B[n], ṽ
0
B[n]} and J̃0 = {q̃0

J[n], ṽ
0
J[n]}, as well as set

the initial values of slack variables H̃0
k [n], Ĩ

0[n], λ̃0
B[n], X̃

0[n],
Ỹ 0[n], and λ̃0

J[n]. l = 0, R(S0, P̃0, B̃0, J̃0) = 0.
while R(Sl, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l)−R(Sl−1, P̃l−1, B̃l−1, J̃l−1) ≤ ϵ1 do

1. Solve (P2) for given {P̃l, B̃l, J̃l} and obtain the solution
Sl+1.
2. Solve (P3.1) for given {Sl+1, B̃l, J̃l} and obtain the
solution P̃l+1.
3. Solve (P4.2) for given {Sl+1, P̃l+1, J̃l} and obtain the
solution B̃l+1. Update H̃ l+1

k [n], Ĩ l+1[n], and λ̃l+1
B [n].

4. Solve (P5.1) for given {Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l+1} and obtain
the solution J̃l+1. Update X̃ l+1[n], Ỹ l+1[n] and λ̃l+1

J [n].
5. l = l + 1.
6. Compute the objective value R(Sl, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l).

end
Output: R(Sl, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l) with S∗ = Sl, P∗ = P̃l, B∗ = B̃l,
J∗ = J̃l.

Define the objective function of the original problem (P1) at
the lth iteration as R(Sl,P̃l,B̃l,J̃l)=

∑K
k=1η

k. We summarize
the details of overall iterations for (P1) in Algorithm 1.

The convergence of Algorithm 1 is proved as follows.
Proposition 1: Algorithm 1 is convergent.

Proof: In Step 1 of Algorithm 1, we solve a standard
linear problem (P2) and obtain the solution Sl+1. Thus, we
have

R(Sl, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l) ≤ R(Sl+1, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l). (39)

Then, we obtain the suboptimal solution P̃l+1 by solving
(P3.1), and have

R(Sl+1, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l)
(a)
= Rlb(Sl+1, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l)

(b)

≤ Rlb(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l, J̃l)

(c)

≤ R(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l, J̃l),

(40)

where Rlb(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l, J̃l) =
∑K

k=1 η
k
p is the objective

function of the approximate problem (P3.1). The equation (a)
holds the fact that the first-order Taylor expansions are tight at
the given feasible point; (b) follows that (P3.1) can be solved
optimally; (c) holds since the sum ASR of (P3.1) is a lower
bound to the objective function of (P1). The inequality (40)
demonstrates that the sum ASR is always non-decreasing after
each iteration.

The proof of the convergence in Step 3 and Step 4 is similar
to that of (40), and the result follows

R(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l, J̃l) ≤ R(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l+1, J̃l), (41)

R(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l+1, J̃l) ≤ R(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l+1, J̃l+1). (42)

From (39), (40), (41) and (42), we further have

R(Sl, P̃l, B̃l, J̃l) ≤ R(Sl+1, P̃l+1, B̃l+1, J̃l+1), (43)

where the inequalities are derived from the non-decreasing
property of the optimization problems. Notice that the objec-
tive function in (P1) is non-decreasing after each iteration.
Owing to the limitation of constraints, the maximum sum ASR
is upper bounded by a finite value. Therefore, we can verify
that Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to converge to at least a local
suboptimal solution to (P1).

After the convergence of Algorithm 1, we notice that the
node scheduling variables s̃k[n] are usually tight and nearly
binary ones. Thus, we can discretize s̃k[n] into binary ones
by comparing with 0.5. The derivation of the computational
complexity for Algorithm 1 is similar to that of Algorithm 3
at the end of Section IV.

IV. OPTIMIZATION FOR MAXIMIZING SEE
The limited on-board energy significantly influence the

flight time and usability of UAVs. Thus, in order to prolong the
endurance of UAVs in service, we aim at maximizing the SEE
for the secure dual-UAV data collection via jointly optimizing
S, P, B and J.

A. Problem Formulation
The SEE maximization problem can be formulated as

(P6) : max
S,P,B,J

EEsec (44a)

s.t. C1− C7,C9− C13, (44b)

where EEsec is given by (8). The two problems (P1) and
(P6) have most of the same non-convex constraints, and the
numerator in EEsec is the objective function of (P1). Thus,
(P6) is a non-convex and mixed integer fractional optimization
problem, and the similar SCA method can be adopted to
handle these constraints.

B. Proposed Algorithm
Similar to Algorithm 1, we can solve four subproblems

iteratively to obtain the suboptimal solutions S, P, B and
J based on the BCD method. Since only the denominator
of the objective function EEsec is related to the velocity, S
and P can be obtained by directly solving (P2) and (P3.1),
respectively. According to (P6), the optimization problem of
B can be reformulated as

(P6.1):max
B,ηk

BwN
∑K

k=1 η
k∑N

n=1

(
PB
prop[n] + P J

prop[n]
) (45a)

s.t.
1

N

N∑
n=1

(
sk[n]log2

(
1+

pk[n]gkB[n]

pJ[n]gJB[n]+σ2
B

)
−R̂kE[n]

)
≥ ηk, ∀k, (45b)

ηk ≥ Rmin, ∀k, (45c)
C9− C13, (45d)
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Algorithm 2 Dinkelbach method for solving (P6.2)

Initialization: Set feasible points B̃0 = {q̃0
B[n], ṽ

0
B[n]}. m = 0

and µ = 0.
repeat

Solve problem (P6.2) for given {S, P̃, J̃, µ} and obtain
suboptimal solution B∗ = B̃m+1.

ifBw

K∑
k=1

ηkB
∗
[n]− 1

N

N∑
n=1

(
f5(λ

∗
B[n],v∗B[n])+P J

prop[n]
)
µ ≤ ϵ2

then
Convergence = true.
return {B∗, µ∗}.

else
Update: m = m+ 1.
µ = µ∗ =

Bw

∑K
k=1 ηk

B
∗
[n]

1
N

∑N
n=1(f5(λ

∗
B[n],v∗B[n])+P J

prop[n])
.

Convergence = false.
end

until Convergence;

Algorithm 3 Iterative Algorithm for Problem (P6)

Initialization:Set the initial feasible pointsP̃0={p̃0k[n], p̃0J[n]},
B̃0 = {q̃0

B[n], ṽ
0
B[n]} and J̃0 = {q̃0

J[n], ṽ
0
J[n]}. Set the initial

values of slack variables H̃0
k [n], Ĩ0[n], λ̃0

B[n] and X̃0[n],
Ỹ 0[n], λ̃0

J[n]. l = 0 and µ0 = 0.
while (µl − µl−1 ≤ ϵ2) do

1. Solve (P2) for given {P̃l, B̃l, J̃l} and obtain the solution
Sl+1.
2. Solve (P3.1) for given {Sl+1, B̃l, J̃l} and obtain the
solution P̃l+1.
3. Solve (P4.3) via Algorithm 2 and obtain the suboptimal
result {B̃l+1}.
4. Obtain the suboptimal result {J̃l+1} via Algorithm 2.
5. Update: l = l + 1.
6. Compute objective value of (P6) µl.

end
Output: µl with S∗ = Sl, P∗ = P̃l, B∗ = B̃l, and J∗ = J̃l.

where ηk is defined in (13). We can adopt the Dinkelbach
method to solve the fractional programming problem (P6.1)
iteratively [42]. Define µ ∈ R as the SEE, and the objective
function can be transformed from a fractional expression into
an integral one. According to the similar transformation in
Section III-C, (P6.1) can be approximated as

(P6.2) : max
B,ηk

B,λB[n],
Hk[n],I[n],D[n]

Φ̃(µ) (46a)

s.t. (31b)− (31e), (31g), (46b)

where

Φ̃(µ)=BwN
K∑

k=1

ηkB−
N∑

n=1

(
f5(λB[n],vB[n])+P J

prop[n]
)
µ,(47)

where f5(λB[n],vB[n]) is defined in (32).
In addition, we define µ∗ and {q∗

B,v
∗
B} as the maximum se-

crecy energy efficiency and the suboptimal solution to (P6.2),
respectively. Thus, we have the following theorem.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Simulation Value Parameter Simulation Value
ρ0 −60 dB Ω 300 rad/s

σ2
B, σ2

E −110 dBm r 0.4 m
Bw 1 MHz ρ 1.225 kg/m3

D̃ 15 m s 0.05
H 150 m A 0.503 m2

K 3 v0 4.03 m/s
qB,I ,qB,F [600, 600]T m d0 0.6
qJ,I ,qJ,F [600, 500]T m P0 79.86 W

w̃E [500, 500]T m Pi 88.63 W
wk [1000, 1000]T , [200, 600]T , Vmax 30 m/s ,

[900, 150]T m amax 3 m/s2

P J
ave 10 dBm δt 1 s

P J
max 16 dBm Rmin 2 bit/s/Hz

ϵ1, ϵ2 10−3 α 3

Theorem 1: If and only if there exists an optimal parameter
µ∗ for (P6.2), we have Φ̃(µ∗) = 0.

Proof: Define h(qB) = BwN
∑K

k=1 η
k
B and g(vB) =∑N

n=1

(
f5(λB[n],vB[n])+P J

prop[n]
)
, and we have h(q∗

B)
g(v∗

B) =

µ∗ ⇒ h(q∗
B) − g(v∗

B)µ
∗ = 0. Let {qb,vB} ̸= {q∗

B,v
∗
B} be

the arbitrary feasible solution to (P6.2), and we can know that
there exists h(qB)

g(vB) ≤ µ∗ ⇒ h(qB) − g(vB)µ
∗ ≤ 0. Thus, we

have
max
qB,vB

h(qB)− g(vB)µ
∗ = 0, (48)

which is achievable by the suboptimal solution {q∗
B,v

∗
B}.

The Dinkelbach method is summarized in Algorithm 2.
In the algorithm, the objective function of the fractional
programming is first transformed into an equivalent parametric
optimization problem, and then ϵ-optimal solutions are ob-
tained iteratively, where ϵ2 is the tolerance of convergence.
Thus, we can obtain the suboptimal solution B∗ via Algorithm
2. Then, we notice that the optimization of J is also a fractional
programming problem, which can be reformulated according
to (P6). This subproblem can be similarly solved by the
Dinkelbach method via Algorithm 2.

Finally, the original problem (P6) can be efficiently solved
through the BCD method and the overall steps are summarized
in Algorithm 3. The convergence and the local optimality of
Algorithm 3 can be verified in a similar way to Algorithm 1,
which are omitted to make the paper compact.

In Algorithm 3, (P2) is a standard linear programming,
which can be solved by the interior point method with the
complexity O(

√
KN +K log 1

ϵ0
), where KN + K denotes

the total number of variables and ϵ0 is the accuracy of SCA
for solving (P2). Since (P3.1) involves the logarithmic form,
the complexity is O((KN +K +N)3.5 log 1

ϵ0
) according to

[27]. Note that Step 3 includes a inner loop, and its complexity
can be expressed as O(L1((KN+K+7N)3.5 log 1

ϵ0
)), where

L1 denotes the iteration number for updating µ in Algorithm
2. Similar to (P6.2), the complexity of the last subproblem
in Step 4 is O(L2((K + 7N)3.5 log 1

ϵ0
)). According to the

above analysis, we can derive the computational complexity
of Algorithm 3 in (49) at the top of the page.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide numerical simulation results to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes. The peak
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O
(
M1

(√
KN+K log

1

ϵ0
+(KN+K+N)3.5log

1

ϵ0
+L1

(
(KN+K+7N)3.5log

1

ϵ0

)
+L2

(
(K+7N)3.5log

1

ϵ0

)))
, (49)
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Fig. 2. The average secrecy rate versus the number of iterations.

transmit power is set as PA
max = 4PA

ave. Simulation parameters
are summarized in Table I.

In order to show the superiority of the proposed schemes
in terms of sum ASR and SEE, we consider the following
benchmark schemes.

• ASR-LP scheme: The proposed scheme of Algorithm 1,
aiming to maximize the sum ASR with limited propulsion
power via jointly optimizing S, P, B and J.

• SEE scheme: The proposed scheme of Algorithm 3 in
maximize the SEE via jointly optimizing S, P, B and J.

• ASR-NLP scheme: The sum ASR is maximized without
propulsion power limitation, i.e., without C8.

• ASR-LP-NPC scheme: The ASR-LP scheme without
optimizing the transmit power P, which is equally set
over time, i.e., pk[n] = PA

ave and pJ[n] = P J
ave, ∀n, k.

A. Initialization and Convergence of Algorithm 1

Since iteration is adopted in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3,
the initialization of UAVs’ trajectories has a great influence on
the convergence and performance of the schemes. The initial
flight trajectory of each UAV is assumed to be a circular at
constant speed, whose center is the geometric center of ground
nodes, i.e., C =

∑K
k=1 wk/K. It is suitable for the UAV Bob

to visit all nodes, and its initial flight radius can be computed
according to RB = min(VmaxT

2π , ∥C − wk∥). The UAV Jack
should stay around Eve to disrupt the eavesdropping, and
its initial flight radius is defined as RJ = RB/2. The
initial velocity vi[n] can be simply obtained according to
vi[n] = (qi[n + 1] − qi[n])/δt, ∀i ∈ {B, J}. Based on initial
flight trajectories, the initial jamming power p̃0J[n] is set as
p̃0J[n] = P J

ave. The initial transmit power is set as p̃0k[n] = PA
ave

if RkB[n]− R̂kE[n] is non-negative, and p̃0k[n] = 0 otherwise.
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(a) Optimized trajectories of Bob and Jack for different propulsion power
limit Plim with T = 180 s.
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(b) Optimized trajectories of Bob and Jack for different T with Plim =
320 W.

Fig. 3. Optimized UAVs’ trajectories for the ASR-LP scheme in different
scenarios.

We first present the convergence of Algorithm 1 in Fig. 2
for different T , Plim and PA

ave. It can be observed that a higher
transmit power can be used to improve the secure performance,
and these cases of PA

ave = 20 dBm converge a little faster than
PA
ave = 30 dBm. Moreover, the sum ASR becomes higher for

a larger T and Plim, due to more resources utilized. Algorithm
1 converges quickly within 5 iterations for all the cases.

B. Simulation Results of ASR-LP Scheme

Fig. 3 illustrates the optimized UAVs’ trajectories for the
ASR-LP scheme. Notice that the black arrows denote the
flight directions of the two UAVs, which are towards opposite
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Fig. 4. Sum average secrecy rate and secrecy energy efficiency against Plim

in the ASR-LP scheme when T = 180 s.

directions. This is mainly due to the fact that Bob can also
receive the noise-like interference from Jack, and Jack should
be careful not to move too close to Bob when it flies towards
the eavesdropper. In order to analyze the influence of the flight
time T and the average propulsion power budget Plim, we
consider three cases: 1) T = 180 s, Plim = 320 W; 2) T =
180 s, Plim = 260 W; 3) T = 100 s, Plim = 320 W. In Fig.
3(a), we plot the optimized trajectories of Case 1 and Case 2.
For Case 2 with Plim = 260 W, the trajectory of Jack has a
larger turning radius, which demonstrates that the propulsion
power is lower with the smooth path and the steady speed.
However, when Plim becomes higher, Bob and Jack can move
faster to ground nodes and eavesdropper, respectively. The
smaller turning radius of trajectory can help UAV hover or
turn around more flexibly, which can effectively enhance the
performance. Fig. 3(b) shows the optimized UAVs’ trajectories
with different T when Plim = 320 W. For Case 3 with T = 100
s, Bob attempts to approach all ground nodes but it is unable
to fly over them due to the limitation of T . As T increases,
Bob can adjust its trajectory to visit all nodes, which can
significantly improve the channel conditions. However, even if
T is sufficiently large, the UAVs cannot stay stationary above
the nodes for a long time due to the limitation of propulsion
power.

Fig. 4 shows the sum ASR and SEE versus Plim in the ASR-
LP scheme when T = 180 s, and the two dotted lines denote the
upper bound of sum ASR and the lower bound of SEE for the
ASR-NLP scheme, respectively. These two bounds are both
calculated with Plim → ∞, and the ASR-LP scheme changes
into the ASR-NLP scheme in this case. In this figure, we first
observe that the sum ASR increases with Plim. This is due
to the fact that higher Plim provides more degrees of freedom
for the trajectory and velocity. In addition, we observe that the
SEE first increases, and then monotonically decreases. This is
because the incrementation of the sum ASR is first larger than
the incrementation of propulsion power consumption when
Plim is small. In contrast, the sum ASR growth slows down
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Fig. 6. The node scheduling for the SEE scheme with period T = 180 s.

with the increase of Plim, and thus the SEE then decreases.
In Fig. 5, we compare the performance between the ASR-

LP scheme and ASR-LP-NPC scheme with different average
transmit power when T = 180 s, Plim = 320 W and Rmin =
1 bit/s/Hz. It is clear that the power control can improve the
performance effectively. Furthermore, as the average transmit
power increases, the gaps of the ASR between the two schemes
decrease. This is because the trajectories of Bob are similar,
and the rate gain provided by the power control decreases as
the transmit power increases. In addition, the uncertain region
parameter re also affects the performance, and a larger re
will cause more threat from the eavesdropper on the secure
transmission.
C. Simulation Results of SEE Scheme

To explicitly describe the optimization result of the SEE
scheme, the optimized scheduling and transmit power are
plotted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. We can observe
from Fig. 6 that these nodes are woken up alternately, which
indicates that while one node is working, the others keep
silence. Fig. 7 shows that the node near the eavesdropper has
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Fig. 8. Optimized secrecy energy efficient UAVs’ trajectories for different
T .

a lower transmit power level to weaken the wiretap channel.
Specifically, as the UAV moves closer to 2-Alice, the transmit
power increases from t = 66 s to t = 86 s, while as the UAV
is far away from 2-Alice, the transmit power decreases from
t = 86 s to t = 114 s. In addition, Jack transmits artificial
noise only when 2-Alice is transmitting, because it is much
closer to Eve than the other two ground sensors. When the
distance from each sensor to Eve does not differ much, Jack
will transmit artificial noise all the time.

Then, we present the optimized trajectories of SEE scheme
with different T in Fig. 8. When T = 100 s, the UAVs
simply fly in a small circular region due to the limitation
of flight period. In contrast, when T is 180 s, Bob prefers
to move closer to the ground nodes and farther away from
the eavesdropper to enhance the sum ASR. Meanwhile, Bob
maintains flying around the legitimate ground nodes with an
appropriate speed, instead of staying stationary above them.
This can be expected since with an appropriate speed, the
energy consumption of the rotary-wing UAVs is lower. Thus,
the SEE scheme can provide a tradeoff between the sum ASR
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Fig. 9. The speeds of UAVs for the ASR-NLP scheme and the SEE scheme
with T = 180 s.
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and the cost of energy. In order to demonstrate the performance
of the SEE scheme, we plot Fig. 9 to show the UAV speed with
T = 180 s. For comparison, we also consider the ASR-NLP
scheme. We can observe that Bob flies with the maximum
speed Vmax between ground nodes and hovers above each of
them with a much lower speed for the ASR-NLP scheme.
This can be expected since for the sum ASR is maximized
without considering the UAV’s energy consumption, and it
is preferable for Bob to fly to the ground nodes as soon as
possible to improve the transmission quality. On the other
hand, the proposed SEE scheme holds the speed of the UAV
at around 10 m/s in order to achieve a balance between
maximizing the secrecy rate and minimizing the propulsion
power consumption.

D. Comparison of Proposed Schemes with Benchmarks

Finally, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 illustrate the sum ASR and
the SEE comparison of these schemes with different T ,
respectively. It can be observed that the sum ASR and the
SEE of all the schemes increase significantly with T . The
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reason is that as the total flight time increases, the UAVs have
more time to hover over the desirable points to achieve a more
efficient transmission. Although the ASR-NLP scheme has an
excellent performance on the sum ASR, the SEE performance
is the worst compared with the other schemes. If the power
budget of UAVs is predefined, the ASR-LP scheme can take
full advantage of the finite energy to design the trajectories
and other parameters, and thus the sum ASR and the SEE
will maintain in a high level. Furthermore, the SEE scheme
can achieve a goal that strikes an optimal balance between the
sum ASR and energy consumption, through which the SEE
can be maximized with the acceptable sum ASR.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we jointly design the resource allocation
including the scheduling, the transmit power, and the tra-
jectory and velocity of UAVs, aiming to maximize the sum
ASR and SEE of a secure dual-UAV communication system,
respectively. The joint design of maximizing the sum ASR is
formulated as a non-convex optimization problem by taking
into account the limitation of UAV average propulsion power.
An efficient iterative algorithm based on BCD and SCA is
proposed to achieve a suboptimal solution. Then, we consider
to maximize the SEE, which can be formulated as a fraction-
al and mixed integer nonlinear programming problem. The
Dinkelbach method can be applied to transform the fractional
optimization problem into an equivalent parametric one, and
then we propose an iterative algorithm to obtain a suboptimal
solution. Simulation results show that the appropriate parame-
ters can be designed to optimize the ASR or SEE performance
according to the UAV battery capacity and the flight time via
the proposed schemes.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

According to the Jensen’s inequality, if f(x) is concave with
respect to x, we have

Ex(f(x)) ≤ f(Ex(x)). (50)

Note that log2

(
1 +

pk[n]ρ0
∥wk−wE∥α ζ

pJ[n]gJE[n]+σ2
E

)
is concave with respect

to ζ, and we have

RkE[n] = sk[n]Eζ

log2
1 +

pk[n]ρ0

∥wk−wE∥α ζ

pJ[n]gJE[n] + σ2
E


≤ sk[n] log2

1 +

pk[n]ρ0

∥wk−wE∥αEζ [ζ]

pJ[n]gJE[n] + σ2
E


= sk[n] log2

1 +

pk[n]ρ0

∥wk−wE∥α

pJ[n]gJE[n] + σ2
E

 .

(51)

According to the previous assumption ∥wk − w̃E∥ ≥ rE,
we need to eliminate the uncertainty of Eve by applying the
triangular inequality and the inverse triangular inequality as

∥qJ[n]−wE∥ ≤ ∥qJ[n]− w̃E∥+ ∥w̃E −wE∥
≤ ∥qJ[n]− w̃E∥+ rE,

(52)

and
∥wk −wE∥ ≥ |∥wk − w̃E∥ − ∥w̃E −wE∥|

≥ |∥wk − w̃E∥ − rE|.
(53)

With (52) and (53), (51) can be written as (10).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Define a bivariate function f(x1, x2) , log2(1 + 1
x1x2

),
where x1 > 0 and x2 > 0. The Hessian matrix of f(x1, x2)
can be given by

∇2f(x1, x2) =
log2e

(x1x2 + 1)2

[
2x2

x1
+ 1

x2
1

1

1 2x1

x2
+ 1

x2
2

]

=
log2e

x1x2+1

[
1
x2
1
0

0 1
x2
2

]
+

log2e

(x1x2+1)2

√x2

x1√
x1

x2

[√x2

x1

√
x1

x2

]
≽ 0.

(54)

Note that f(x1, x2) is convex with respect to x1 and x2.
Thus, the first-order Taylor expansion of f(x1, x2) at the given
feasible point (x̃1, x̃2) can be expressed as

f(x1, x2)≥f(x̃1, x̃2)−
log2e(x1 − x̃1)

x̃2
1x̃2 + x̃1

− log2e(x2 − x̃2)

x̃2
2x̃1 + x̃2

. (55)

As the left-hand-side of (21b) is jointly convex with respect
to Hk[n] and I[n], we substitute variables Hk[n], I[n], H̃k[n]
and Ĩ[n] into (55) and the inequality (22) can be obtained.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Define the function f(x; a, b) = log2(1+
a

bx+1 ) with a, b ≥
0, and the first and second order derivatives of f(x) can be
given by

∇f(x) = − log2eab

b2x2 + (a+ 2)bx+ a+ 1
, (56)

∇2f(x) ≥ 0. (57)
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Note that f(x) is a convex function with respect to x when
a, b ≥ 0. Therefore, its first Taylor expansion providing a
lower bound at the given point x̃ can be expressed as

f(x) ≥ f(x̃)− log2eab

b2x̃2 + (a+ 2)bx̃+ a+ 1
(x− x̃). (58)

The terms log2

(
1 + ak[n]

pJ[n]X[n]+1

)
in the left-hand-side of

(33b) follow (57), which are convex with respect to X[n].
According to the inequality (58), we can obtain (34).
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